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INTRODUCTION

Thfs report covers magnetic, VLF electromagnetic, Max-MIn Horizontal 
Loop electromagnetic, radiometric, and geologic surveys as well as a re-examina 
tion of old drill cores, on nine (9) claims located In the northeastern quarter 
of Roberts Township, Sudbury Mining Division, Ontario. The claims are held under 
option by Preston Resources Ltd.

The survey work was done under the direction of E. M. Hall, of Toron 
to. Line cutters included Leon Gagnon and David Belanger of Swastika. Professor 
Matti Hallik, Department of Physics, University of Dartu, Estonia served as 
survey assistant. His ability to perform this type of work responsibly In the 
Canadian bush is a result of his 10 years of servitude in Siberia. The old drill 
cores were examined by the writer in great detail. The maps were plotted and 
interpreted by the writer and, in the case of the Max-MIn survey, assisted by 
David Sannes, geologist, of Toronto.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The nine (9) claims are located in the northeast quarter of Roberts 
Township, Sudbury Mining Division and are numbered as follows.

S1084378 to S1084386 inclusive 

Property area is about 360 acres.

ACCESS AND FACILITIES

Vehicular access from Sudbury Is via the old Lo Phos (Mouse Mountain 
Iron Deposit) mine access road and from there by skl-doo or ATV northward on the 
old logging road for about 20 miles to a trail leading to the cabins adjacent to 
the tracks on Baseline and Proudfoot Lakes. These trails are shown on the For 
estry air photograph base maps and the one leading to the cabins cuts the north 
west corner of the claim group.

Alternatively, one can take the CNR "work train" from Sudbury. This 
train operates once or twice a week and it Is necessary to pre-arrange comings 
and goings.

The only facilities serving the property Is the CNR tracks which cut 
the northeast corner of the claim group. There are two sets of cabins between 
the tracks and the lakes and these can sometimes be rented.

The grid system was well cut out and should last for several years.



HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

t Shortly prior to 1954 Dyno Mines Ltd acquired a block of 33 claims In 
area which Included the nine subject claims. Prospecting the Mlssissagi 

Formations had located an area of above normal radioactivity and this discovery 
had focused attention on the claim group.

L.R. Simard and F.C. Knight, mining consultants, explored the 
on behalf of Dyno Mines Ltd.

claims

Assessment records show that 11 diamond drill holes totaling some 3007 
linear feet were drilled in 1954. The following data, taken from these drill 
logs which are on file in the Assessment Records Office, prompted the current 
exploration program.

DDH 
3 
5

Footages 
118.8 - l 12.6
57.5 -
139 -
201 -

154.4 -

76.0
153
228
154.7

Description 
Qtz we M min. chalco 
Cgl - heavy chalco 
Very well min, chalco 
heavy massive marcasite 
Hem * a ltered, splashes of chalco.

In addition to the above - there are
16 references to pyrite in holes 9, 10, K 11;
12 references to sulphide mineralization in holes l, 2, 3, 4, 7, 4 8;
62 references to "mineralization" In holes l to 7 Inclusive.

The claims have been re-staked since the Simard and Knight exploration 
phase. The evidence for this consists of the reamlns of a few claim tags with 
numbers later than the Dyno series and possibly an east-west picket line.

DIAMOND DRILL CORES

The staking and exploration of this property was prompted by the data 
contained in the old 1954 drill records as they exist in the Assessment Files 
Records Office. No significant amount of base metal mineralization was expected 
in the Huronian rocks but it was possible that a late stage diabasic intrusive 
may have, at its time of intrusion, drawn up some base metal mineralization from 
a significant base metal deposit occurring In the underlying Archean rocks. A 
similar set of circumstances are thought to be responsible for the Northstar 
copper-gold deposit occurring in Davis Township Just east of Sudbury.

E.M. Hall had no difficulty in finding most of the 1954 drill collars. 
These were characteristic of the time period for each drill site had a square 2 
foot pit dug out about 2 feet deep which held an E size flush joint casing pipe. 
The drill core was more difficult to find as most of It had been completely 
overgrown by about 2 inches of moss. Most of the core had been disturbed with 
some of the boxes dumped and others re-piled. One set of drill cores, had very 
obviously not been disturbed. It was piled In an out of the way place and the 
building paper which had been placed between the layers of core boxes was undis 
turbed. It is probable that cores from Drill Holes 5 to 11 inclusive were exam 
ined. Obviously none of the original core box markings were visible nor were any 
footage markings.

The drill cores were examined in detail - hundreds of pieces of core 
were broken and the fresh surface inspected. A number of observations are worth



recording.

1. All cores belonged to the Mfsslssagl Argl11Ite-Greywacke facies.
2. No Mlsslssagl quartzite, arkose, or pebble conglomerate was seen.
3. All cores contained from 5 to 157. syngenetic pyrite.
4. Two very minor wisps of chalcopyrite were seen In one drill hole.
5. There was no wood representing lost core sections.
6. There were no gaps in the core representing whole core samples.
7. There were no split core sections.

It would appear that those core boxes containing split core sections 
or mineralization of potential Interest were removed from the property.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

Line Cutting
Picket lines were chain saw cut every 400 feet with painted pickets at 

100 foot intervals. The baseline runs East-West and the lines were turned off by 
a square board. Tie lines were cut approximately along the north and south 
boundaries.

Magnetic Survey

The magnetic survey was done using a McPhar M700 fluxgate magnetome 
ter.

No readily discernible magnetic trends were detected and since none of 
the magnetic zones are associated with electromagnetic conductors It may safely 
be concluded that magnetic highs are due to magnetite rather than pyrrhotite. A 
reading of 18000 gamrnas located at the north end of line 0+00 Is probably an 
error.

Most of the readings range from a low of about 400 gammas to about 
2000 gammas. Above the latter figure, readings may be considered anomalous.

The largest area of above average magnetic intensity lies at the east 
side' of the property straddling the baseline. The general area is underlain by 
Gowganda Formation. There appears to be no economic significance to the In 
creased magnetic intensity.

Further west, covering lines 4W to 12W and lying south of the baseline 
is an area containing a number of small magnetically strong zones. These are 
underlain by Archean rocks. Again, no economic significance is evident.

Radiometric Survey

The radiometric survey was done with a McPhar TV33 Scintillometer with 
the Energy Level set to respond to scintillations with an energy level of 0.1 
mev. and higher. This is regarded as a "total count" survey and all readings 
were recorded at hip level in counts per second.

The background level ranges from about 600 cps to 2500 cps with read- 
Ings above the latter figure being considered slightly anomalous and warranting 
closer Inspection of the immediate area.



Of the seven (7) potentially anomalous areas detected during the 
survey only one is truly anomalous with respect to what radioactivity fs exposed

f outerop. This, of course Is the area which was diamond drilled In 1954 as 
t of a search for uranium deposits. The anomalous area extends In a north- 

south direction for about 300 feet. The "total field" Intensity reaches aybout 
18000 counts per second but Is greatly reduced when the energy level to raised 
to limit detection to uranium and thorium sources. The elimination of thorium 
gamma radiation further reduces the Intensity. It would appear that this radio 
active occurrence does not contain economically Interesting quantities of urani 
um. Two more weak isolated radlometfrc anomalies occur some 500 and 1200 feet 
north of this main occurrence. Thes^e appear to have no economic significance.

Two slightly anomalous areas of radioactivity were found In the Gow 
ganda Formation. These appear to have no significance.

Two modestly strong anomlies occur In the Archean rocks 400 and 1200 
feet northwest of the main occurrence. It seems likely that Ythese rocks are 
slightly higher than normal In potassium and that the Increasea radioactivity is 
due to a higher K40 content.

VLF Electromagnetic Survey

The VLF survey was done using a Ronka EM16 VLF unit utilizing Cutler, 
Maine as the transmitting station. Readings were taken while facing north.

Two conductors were easily Identified, "A" trending slightly north of 
west and "B" trending northeasterly. Both conductors are reflections of faults 
Indicated on the township geological map.

Fault "A" is very obvious were the bedrock is greenstone but becomes 
very obscure where ft passes under the Mississaga and Gowganda cap rocks.

Fault "B" Is very obvious in the southwest corner of the property 
where it coincides with a contact (fault contact) between the Archean rocks and 
the Gowganda Formation. From this point tt passes under Smith Lake, appears to 
trend Increasingly in a northerly direction, and becomes impossible to discern 
as the survey approached the CNR railway line.

Max-Min Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic Survey

An Apex Max-Min II horizontal loop Instrument was used to survey the 
property. A Cable separation of 300 feet was used, readings were taken for two 
frequencies {444 Hz and 1777 Hz) at 100 foot stations.

The calibration data for each component Is as follows:

444 Hz In-Phase ^ +81. 1 777 Hz In-Phase = +8H 
Out-of Phase - + 17. Out-of Phase

lines 0+00 and 4W show datums which are 2 1. l ess for Out-of-Phase and 
17. less for In-Phase on both frequencies. This may be due to a re-calibration of 
the instrument or to a change of cable.

RESULTS

The survey readings indicate that the property may be divided into 
four parts: the western half, the northeast quarter, and the southeast quarter.



WESTERN HALF

* Several 17. to 37. shifts are observable In the In-phase component of 
h frequencies. In all cases the out-of-phase shows no response. These varia 

tions are probably due to a combination of short-cable effects, weak surficial 
conductors, and/or very weak bedrock sources. There Is virtually no correlation 
from line to line unless the trend Is northeast-southwest, and this alignment Is 
unconvincing. The anomalies are extremely weak and not of Interest as potential 
base metal drill targets.

NORTHEAST QUARTER

Just north of Smith Lake, on lines 4E and SE, there are In-phase fluc 
tuations of 27. and one of 67.. These are likely due to surficial effects or short 
cable, but may be associated with a bedrock effect under Smith Lake which will 
be discussed later under the SOUTHEAST QUARTER heading. The 67. anomaly Is a 
single station peak and is, therefore, quite narrow. This anomaly may have a 
bedrock source, but there is no out-of-phase response and It Is In the vicinity 
of swampy ground. There is no significant magnetic response In the area.

At the north end of line 8E fs a broad 4X to 6 1, I n-phase negative 
anomaly with no corresponding out-of-phase activity. This appears to be a flank 
ing anomaly from a parallel conductor, probably due to the nearby CNR railway 
tracks.

SOUTHEAST QUARTER

To the east of Smith Lake all four lines exhibit a gradual shift to 
the positive for In-phase readings going from south to north. This Is especially 
pronounced on line 4E where there Is a net shift of 97.. This drift appears to be 
caused by a feature related to Smith Lake and the drainage trending northeaster 
ly from the lake. The most likely bedrock source Is a conductive fault underly 
ing the topographic trend. The sharp anomaly on line 8E, just north of the lake 
and which was referred to earlier, could be associated with this feature. Again, 
with one exception there is absolutely no out-of-phase activity. This Indicates 
that the conductor does not have a significant sulphide content.

The exception mentioned above Is at the north end of line 16E where 
both frequencies show a 27, positive shift in the quadrature component. The 
profiles here show the approach of a true conductor, but the survey ends at the 
beginning of the first shoulder. As discussed earlier for the northern end of 
line 8E, It is very likely that the conductive source Is the CNR tracks.

SUMMARY

The horizontal loop survey reveals no definite bedrock source conduc 
tors The northeasterly trend under Smith Lake reflects a a fault zone as con 
firmed by the VLF survey. No anomalies were located that could have any poten 
tial for base metal sulphide deposits.



Geological Survey

TABLE OF FORMATIONS 

Recent..................................,.....,........sand, grave l, c lay

GREAT UNCONFORMITY

Huronian Sequence

Gowganda Format l on........,............................egl, arg, gwk
Mlssfssagl Formation...................................qte,ark,arg,gwk

GREAT UNCONFORMITY 

Archean

The Archean rocks are principally metadlabase and metavolcanlcs. The 
metadlabase Is probably the very coarsely crystallized central portions of very 
thick lava flows probably of basaltic composition. The metavolcanlcs were proba 
bly originally basalts but have been metamorphosed into amphibolltes and quartz- 
feldspar-blot l te schists.

Of the Huronian rocks the Mississagl Formation Is the lowest member 
recognized and since it is chiefly, If not entirely of argillaceous and grey 
wacke composition, the very lowest beds of the Mlsslssagi arkoses which carry 
the uraniferous quartz pebble conglomerates, were not deposited in this area. 
The Mississag! members observed were all arglllltes or greywackes with some very 
dirty quartzitic or arkosic units. The drill core material has been adequately 
described under the heading DIAMOND DRILL CORES. The Mississagl rocks overlie 
the Archean rocks and are, in turn, overlain by the Gowganda Formation. The 
Bruce Series (Serpent Quartzite, Espanola limestone, and Bruce conglomerate) 
appear to be missing in this area. The Gowganda rocks are chiefly thin bedded 
argillites and greywackes with the occasional granitic cobble Indicating the 
glacial nature of the formation.

The main features of the Structural Geology of the claim group - the 
faults - have been discussed under the VLF Electromagnetic Survey. The other 
main feature of the area Is the folding. The Archean rocks are complexly folded 
and this survey added nothing of significance with respect to the detailing of 
the folding. The Huronian rocks are also folded but to a much lesser degree. It 
seems likely that some of the "folding" in these rocks may be due to Initial 
dips and perhaps to slumping and glacial push.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1.- A re-examination of the old drill cores - a remarkably complete exami 
nation considering the conditions - failed to detect any evidence of significant 
copper mineralization either through remnant mineralization In the core or 
evidence of samp l ing.

2.- Several types of geophysical survey - magnetic, radiometric, VLF 
electromagnetic, and Horizontal Loop Max-Min electromagnetic - failed to indl-



cate any potentfal drill targets whfch might reflect base metal mineralization 
in the Archean rocks underlying the Huronian cap rocks. The VLF elec- 
c survey did locate two strong fault zones.

3.- The principal fact gained from the geological mapping is that the very 
lowest members of the MississagI sequence - the arkoses and quartz pebble con 
glomerates - are present only In minor amounts. This sets the potential for 
Huronian type uranium deposits at a very low level.

4.- The existing uranium/thorium occurrences have negligible economic 
potential arid the possibilities of locating economic deposits in the immediate 
area appear remote. One possibility which was not tested is that of sedimentary 
Yttrium and Rare Earth deposits of economic potential occurring with the known 
low grade uranium/thorium occurrences.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Assessment Files Records Office; File Roberts - 0010 - Ah Dyno Mines Ltd. 1954. 
Simard and Knight.

Geo l. Report 91; ODM; Geology of Roberts, Creelaman, 5 Fraleck Townships, Dis 
trict of Sudbury; H.D. Meyn; 1971.

Wlllowdale, Ontario, 
December 31, 1990 H.G. Harper, P.Eng.

Volume Label: Preston Engineering
Disk No.: 36-3
Filename: \Reports\Roberts
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ntario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

Mining Lands Section
4th Floor, 159 Cedar Street
Sudbury, Ontario
P3E 6A5

Telephone: (705) 670-7264 
Fax: (705) 670-7262

Your File: 
Our File:

W. 9170. 00015 
2. 13828

April 14, 1991

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development
and Mines
159 Cedar Street, 2nd Floor
Sudbury, Ontario
P3E 6A5

Dear Sir/Madam:

RE: Notice of Intent dated March 14, 1991 for Geological 
Survey on mining claims S. 1084378 et al. in the 
Townhsip of Roberts.

The assessment work credits, as listed with the above-mentioned 
Notice of Intent have been approved as of the above date.

Please inform the recorded holder of these mining claims and so 
indicate on your records.

Yours sincerely^

Provincial Manager, Mining Lands 
Mines 8t Minerals Division
oy)
CDS/j l

cc: Preston Resources Ltd. 
Willowdale, Ontario

Resident Geologist 
Sudbury, Ontario
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